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Abstract—This paper describes the system of the NLP@UIT
research group that participated in Dependency Parsing for
the Vietnamese task of the Vietnamese Language and Speech
Processing 2019 shared-tasks. We developed a simple ensemble
model for Vietnamese dependency parsing task. Our ensemble
model uses two probability layers of the deep biaffine attention
parser method with two different pre-trained word embeddings.
According to the experimental result, our model achieved the
promising effect on the development corpus. In our experiment,
we were able to achieve the LAS score of 61.28 with the ensemble
model on the private test dataset from VLSP 2019’s organizers.
Index Terms—Vietnamese; Natural Language Processing; Dependency Parsing

I. INTRODUCTION
Dependency parsing is the task that generates grammatical
relations between two words in the sentence. In recent years,
dependency parsing is one of the topics that many researchers
are interested in. For instance, the CoNLL 2017 [1] shared
task and the CoNLL 2018 [2] shared task are the two most
popular contests in the world for automatic dependency parsing
on multiple languages.
The transition-based parsing and graph-based parsing are
two models following data-driven parsers approach, which is
learned from an annotated corpus and has flexible training
methods than the rule-based systems [3], [4]. The last recent
years have observed a rapid development of neural network
methods. Many works proved that neural network methods
could achieve state-of-the-art results on different tasks of
natural language processing. For dependency parsing, we could
see the same trend, many studies used deep neural networks to
encode features without a hand-crafted representation [5]–[8].
Many ways for encoding the inputs for neural-network-based
dependency parsing have proposed. Using pre-trained word
embeddings is the most popular encoding method for several
natural language processing tasks. Besides, the character-level
word embeddings have been found useful for dependency
parsing [9].
There are several studies on dependency parsing on Vietnamese. Thi et al. [10] and Nguyen et al. [11] converted
the constituent treebank to the dependency treebank automatically. Nguyen and Nguyen [12] used supertags features on
the transition-based parser. Vu-Manh et al. [13] used word
embeddings on the transition-based parser. Nguyen et al.
[14] used BiLSTMs encoder to generate word representation
vectors and obtained a state-of-the-art result at publishing
time on Vietnamese Dependency Treebank (VnDT) Nguyen
et al. [11]. Specially, Nguyen [15] proposed the first joint

multi-task model for Vietnamese word segmentation, part-ofspeech (POS) tagging and dependency parsing. On benchmark
Vietnamese datasets, experimental results show that their joint
model obtains state-of-the-art or competitive performances.
The study of Nguyen et al. [16] is one of rare Vietnamese
natural language processing which uses the result of dependency parsing task for sentiment analysis task.
With the aim of Vietnamese natural language processing
evolution, the organizers of Vietnamese Language and Speech
Processing (VLSP) have proposed the new Vietnamese dependency treebank with the new annotation scheme. The
new dependency treebank is used for dependency parsing
for the Vietnamese task of VLSP 2019 shared-tasks1 . The
input of VLSP 2019 dependency parsing is the sentences that
already contain gold word segmentation, universal part-ofspeech tags, and Vietnamese part-of-speech tags. The task of
VLSP 2019 dependency parsing is that predicts grammatical
relations between two words in the sentence. According to
the information of the VLSP 2019’s organizers, the labeled
attachment score (LAS) is the main metric of the VLSP 2019
dependency parsing task. We can see an dependency graph
example of training dataset in Figure 1. We approach this task
by building a simple ensemble model. Our ensemble model
uses two probability layers of the deep biaffine attention parser
method [17] with two different pre-trained word embeddings
[18]. According to the experimental result, our model achieved
a promising effect on our development dependency treebank.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes our proposed system. The training details
are represented in section III. We evaluate the results of the
methods in section IV and draw the conclusion and future
work in section V.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Our system at the VLSP 2019 dependency task entirely
based on deep biaffine attention parser method [17]. Therefore,
we briefly describe first deep biaffine attention parser method
[17] in this section. After that, we present our simple ensemble
method model using two probability layers of the deep biaffine
attention parser method with two different pre-trained word
embeddings.
A. Deep Biaffine Attention Parser
In this sub-section, we just briefly describe the dependency
parser method of Stanford’s team [19] at the CoNLL 2018 UD
1 http://vlsp.org.vn/vlsp2019/eval/udp
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Figure 1. An dependency graph in training dataset of the VLSP 2019 dependency parsing task for Vietnamese, which contains gold word segmentation,
universal part-of-speech tags, and Vietnamese part-of-speech tags.

Shared Task [2]. They have proposed few augmentations on
the deep biaffine attention parser method [17].
Our dependency parser follows the study of Dozat and
Manning [17], and Qi et al. [19]. We use the highway BiLSTM
[20] for encoding the inputs, which are pretrained word
embeddings, random word embeddings, character-level word
embeddings, and Vietnamese part-of-speech tags (XPOS) embeddings. The unlabeled attachments are predicted by scoring
each word i and its possible heads through a biaffine transformation [17]:
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where v(ed)
indicates for word i’s edge-dependent representai
(eh)
tion, and vj indicates for word i’s edge-head representation.
Qi et al. [19] have proposed the linearization models as an
extensions of the deep biaffine attention parser [17]. They have
factorized the relative location of word i and head j into their
linear order and the distance between them with the conditional
probability Ppyij |sgnpi-jq, abspi-jqq, where sgn(·) is the sign
function. The details of linearization models was presented
in [19].
B. Ensemble Model
In the VLSP 2019 dependency parsing, the number of
sentences in the training dataset is not large than 4,000, and the
development dataset is not provided. Therefore, we decided to
ensemble two probability layers of the deep biaffine attention
parser method with two different pre-trained word embeddings.
The final probability of unlabeled attachments is the sum from
two models above with the α and α ´ 1 coefficients. The final
probability of dependent relations is the sum from two models
above with the β and β ´ 1 coefficients. This ensemble is
employed only at inference time.
III. TRAINING DETAILS
The dependency parser uses 3-layer BiLSTMs with 400d
hidden states in forward and backward directions. We
use 150d word embeddings, 150d character embeddings,
and 150d Vietnamese POS tag embeddings. Pre-trained
word embeddings and character-based word representations

are both converted to be 150d. Throughout training, all
embeddings are randomly replaced with a <UNK> symbol
with p = .33 for learning unknown word/character/POS
representations. The name of the first pre-trained embedding
is baomoi.model.bin2 , whose dimension is 400d. This
pre-trained word embedding is trained by the word2vec
method with window-size 5. The name of the second
pre-trained word embedding is MULT_WC_F_E_B3 whose
dimension is 2392d. This pre-trained word embedding is
concatenated from multi other pre-trained word embeddings
[18]. We apply dropout in all feed forward connections with
p = .5 and use the training batch size 5000 [21]. Following
Qi et al. [19], we use 400d fully connected layer with the
ReLU non-linearity for both unlabeled attachments and
dependent relations classifiers. We train the dependency
parser system with RAdam [22] (α = .003, β1 = .9, β2 =
.95) until 3,000 steps pass with no dev accuracy increases.
Lastly, our implementation is based on the implementation
of Qi et al. [21] with the source code available at:
https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanfordnlp/.
IV. RESULTS
A. Results On The Development Dataset
In this section, we present the result of individual models
when training with two turns of training dataset from the VLSP
2019’s organizers.
TABLE I
RESULTS ON RANDOMLY DEVELOPMENT DATASET WITH SIZE OF 100
SENTENCES WHEN TRAINING DATASET SIZE IS 2,820 SENTENCES
Pre-trained Word Embedding
Stop Step
UAS
LAS
MULT_WC_F_E_B (2392d)
1,212
81.77
72.12
baomoi.model.bin (400d)
719
80.77
70.92

Table I shows that the deep biaffine attention parser method
has the best LAS score (72.12) on the development dataset
when using MULT_WC_F_E_B pre-trained word embedding.
TABLE II
RESULTS ON PUBLIC TEST DATASET WITH SIZE OF 100 SENTENCES
WHEN TRAINING DATASET SIZE IS 2,820 SENTENCES
Pre-trained Word Embedding
UAS
LAS
MULT_WC_F_E_B (2392d)
80.01
69.21
baomoi.model.bin (400d)
78.25
67.89
2 https://github.com/sonvx/word2vecVN
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3 https://github.com/vietnlp/etnlp

Similarity to result presented in Table I, MULT_WC_F_E_B
pre-trained word embedding also give the best LAS score
(69.21) on public test dataset as we can see in Table II.
TABLE III
RESULTS OF ENSEMBLE MODELS ON PUBLIC TEST DATASET WITH SIZE
OF 100 SENTENCES WHEN TRAINING DATASET SIZE IS 2,820 SENTENCES
α
β
UAS
LAS
0.50
0.50
80.46
70.24
0.73
0.66
81.41
71.49

After we evaluated deep biaffine attention parser method
with two different pre-trained word embedding, we make an
ensemble two results from two models with the method in
sub-section II-B. We first evaluate the ensemble model with
default coefficients α “ 0.5 and β “ 0.5, in which α is
the coefficient of the model using MULT_WC_F_E_B pretrained word embedding and β is the coefficient of the model
using baomoi.model.bin pre-trained word embedding. In
Table III, we can see the ensemble model give better result
than individual models with LAS score of 70.24. The turned
coefficients α “ 0.73, β “ 0.66 give the lower result than
default coefficients α “ 0.5, β “ 0.5 with LAS score of 71.49.
The turned coefficients are different from default coefficients,
which can be described by performances two models described
in Table II.
TABLE IV
RESULTS ON RANDOMLY DEVELOPMENT DATASET WITH SIZE OF 100
SENTENCES WHEN TRAINING DATASET SIZE IS 3,856 SENTENCES
Pre-trained Word Embedding
Stop Step
UAS
LAS
MULT_WC_F_E_B (2392d)
1,845
79.08
70.07
baomoi.model.bin (400d)
3,314
80.38
70.39

Table IV shows that the deep biaffine attention parser
method has the best LAS score (70.39) on the development
dataset when using baomoi.model.bin pre-trained word
embedding. The result of models when training dataset size
is 3,956 sentences, which is different from the result in
Table I. The reason can explain this result, which is the
stylometry of the second turn dataset providing from VLSP
2019’s organizers. Following the information from VLSP
2019’s organizers, the stylometry of the first, and second turn
dataset providing from VLSP 2019’s organizers are news and,
literality, respectively.

TABLE V
RESULTS OF ENSEMBLE MODEL (α “ 0.73 AND β “ 0.63) ON PRIVATE
TEST DATASET (THE FIRST MODEL IS TRAINED BY 2,820 SENTENCES
AND THE SECOND MODEL IS TRAINED BY 3,956 SENTENCES)
System
First Model
Second Model

Literality
(101 sentences)
UAS
LAS
81.73
72.73
85.91
77.09

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS
Our primary contribution to Dependency parsing for the
Vietnamese task of VLSP 2019 shared-tasks is that using a
simple ensemble model based on deep biaffine attention parser
method. In our experiment, we were able to achieve the LAS
score of 61.28 with the ensemble model on the private test
dataset from VLSP 2019’s organizers. Two of our submissions
have proved that the larger amount of training data does not
ensure the increase performances of the dependency parsers.
We have to analyze the stylometry clusters of dependency
treebank when we want to consider the increase performances
of the dependency parsers. In the future works, we are planing
two analyze the result of our system in more detail.
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